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Luna Devon is at a crossroads in her lifestyle when she and her good friend Wren Caldwell&#151;  .
When Wren perishes, the timid, lackluster, graduate student Luna survives with a hole in her heart and
chooses to reinvent herself .are shot by a crazed, suicidal pal. Luna thinks she's it made after  as Wren.

.acquiring the work her friend provides landed sight unseen in a incredibly hot new California magazine;a
clever, outspoken, gorgeous, budding writer&#151;yet if Wren’s life offers a bed of roses, it really has its

thorns. With moxie, pizzazz, gutsiness, and fingers crossed, Luna will try her best, actually if it means
pursuing her joy with several ecological terrorists, a floating high-stakes chess game run by a hoodlum
named Grudge, her anthropologist dad who has used a preteen Indian medication woman for his new

wife, and a man who wants what could be difficult&#151;for Wren to be herself.
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Witty and Clever Borrowed Lives, by Laramie Dunaway is usually a sinfully clever tale. Issued for a
reprint in October of 2008, the 1st edition was published in 1992. I find the author's story nearly as
intriguing as the publication..Much like most reprints, the reserve is a little bit outdated with current
designs and events. He's a New York Times and Los Angeles Occasions bestseller for a earlier publication.
There were aspects of the book that the reader will know is coming, like the shooting in the beginning of
the reserve. He produced the pen name, Laramie Dunaway, for this series out of fear he would not be
studied seriously as a man writing as a female. He quote, "came clean", with this edition. He resides in
Tustin, California with his family. Actually the twists acquired twists. She was writing her thesis, applying
for teaching positions, and along the way of a divorce. She's timid, predictable, and boring. Her greatest
friend, Wren Caldwell, nevertheless, isn't. This twist in the tale results in some hilariouse one-liners and
witty comments on existence. One fatal day a person who knew the genuine Wren comes along - her ex-
convict hubby - and totally throws Luna. Laramie Dunaway, a pseudonym for Raymond Obstfeld,
provides written over forty various other books and screenplays.. as Wren! Taking the position as a
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journalist for a trendy California magazine and beginning a romance with a man who simply wants her to
end up being herself, Luna aka Wren is in deeper than she imagined. Borrowed Lives is definitely a sassy,
brazen, and witty tale, sure to entertain any market. The writing design of this miraculous tale is so unique
that it's impossible to place down and draws you in at the initial chapter. Her father has taken a preteen
Indian medicine woman for his fresh wife. Luna swiftly discovers her existence is the stuff films are
constructed with. He teaches creative writing at Orange Coast College and is definitely a contributing
editor to Writer's Digest magazine. It also had several grammatical errors, but I got the galley copy and
anticipate these will end up being corrected before publication.Laramie Dunaway skillfully creates a
masterpiece of intelligence, humor, and intrigue with Borrowed Lives. really worth a read! He was also
nominated for an Edgar Award. However, the author puts such a spin on it that you can't help but feel
shocked anyhow.Luna Devon finds herself at a stalemate. She falls in with a group of ecological terrorists.
Her ex, Byron shows up prepared to go together with the scam.Kelly Moran,Writer and Reviewer A
hilariouse, touching and gripping reserve - un-put-downable! Luna is an extremely likable character who
also you easily become very fond of as we watch her accidentaly fall into - and take over - the life of her
best friend Wren - who's dead. She is swept along by how easy it is to become Wren - who seems to have
got it all. Whenever a bizarre shooting will take Wren's existence, Luna makes the decision to reinvent
herself. She's quirky, gorgeous, and outrageously amazing. Luna and Wrens spouse become involoed in
each others lives and Luna becomes convinced that the spouse can be up to somthing extremely illegal -
that leads to a cat and mouse tale around the city ending up in a most uncommon setting! The book is
quite funny and got me laughing outlound throughout. The personas were relatable and believable.
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